Lobster Elite Model Comparison

**Elite Freedom**
Transform your game fast with the same unmatched style at an unbeatable price.

- **Random Oscillation**: Horizontal
- **Ball Speed**: 10-65 mph
- **Ball Capacity**: 150
- **Shot Intervals**: 2-10 seconds
- **Power**: Battery
- **Court Time**: 2-4 hrs
- **Elevation**: Manual, 0-50 degrees
- **Weight**: 36 lbs
- **Spin**: None

**Elite Liberty**
Take your game to the next level with heavy top and back spin.

- **Random Oscillation**: Horizontal
- **Ball Speed**: 10-70 mph
- **Ball Capacity**: 150
- **Shot Intervals**: 2-12 seconds
- **Power**: Battery
- **Court Time**: 2-4 hrs
- **Elevation**: Manual, 0-50 degrees
- **Weight**: 36 lbs
- **Spin**: Top, Back

**Elite One**
Challenge your forehand and backhand with random horizontal oscillation.

- **Random Oscillation**: Horizontal
- **Ball Speed**: 10-80 mph
- **Ball Capacity**: 150
- **Shot Intervals**: 2-12 seconds
- **Power**: Battery
- **Court Time**: 4-8 hrs
- **Elevation**: Electronic, 0-60 degrees
- **Weight**: 42 lbs
- **Spin**: Top, Back

**Elite Two**
Simulate match play with left, right, deep and short shots in a random pattern.

- **Random Oscillation**: Horizontal, Vertical, Two-Line Oscillation
- **Ball Speed**: 10-80 mph
- **Ball Capacity**: 150
- **Shot Intervals**: 2-12 seconds
- **Power**: Battery
- **Court Time**: 4-8 hrs
- **Elevation**: Electronic, 0-50 degrees
- **Weight**: 44 lbs
- **Spin**: Top, Back

**Elite Three**
Adjust the depth of the narrow and wide two-line oscillation.

- **Random Oscillation**: Horizontal, Vertical, Two-Line Oscillation
- **Ball Speed**: 10-80 mph
- **Ball Capacity**: 150
- **Shot Intervals**: 2-12 seconds
- **Power**: Battery
- **Court Time**: 4-8 hrs
- **Elevation**: Electronic, 0-50 degrees
- **Weight**: 44 lbs
- **Spin**: Top, Back

-The elite freedom is equipped with features that are not found on any machine in its price range. The large ball capacity and battery size allow extended play on the court. The freedom’s oversized wheels and extended handle provide unequalled portability for players who are on the move.

-The elite liberty challenges players of all skill levels offering up to 70 mph ball speed and unequalled spin control. Imagine dialing in the perfect amount of heavy topspin or extreme backspin. Benefit from easy to transport, oversized wheels, a convenient folding handle and full corner to corner random oscillation.

-Designed for maximum durability, the elite one offers an upgraded 4-8 hours of court time. The elite’s 80 mph groundstrokes, full corner-to-corner random oscillation, and sky-high lobs will take your game to new levels. The elite one also offers spin capabilities superior to any machine on the market today.

-The elite two is in a class of its own with triple oscillation. Experience match play with the only machine to combine both vertical and horizontal oscillation functions to throw balls throughout the entire court. Imagine a machine that will challenge all of your strokes while strengthening your footwork and overall fitness.

-The elite three boldly surpasses features available on any portable tennis ball machine by simulating match play and offering the only dual, two-line drill with adjustable depth. Boost your confidence and propel your game to new heights with this groundbreaking machine.
Match-like play with fully random oscillation with variable speed, spin & feed rate.

Enhance your game exponentially with twelve pre-installed drills.

Program custom drills on the most advanced portable tennis ball machine in the world.

### Four Specifications
- **Pre-loaded Drills**: 6 drills with 6 shots each, 6 shot locations
- **Oscillation**: Random horizontal & vertical
- **Ball Speed**: 35-80 mph
- **Ball Capacity**: 150
- **Feed Rate**: 2 to 9 seconds, random
- **Elevation**: Electronic, 0-50 degrees
- **Spin**: Top, back
- **Court Time**: 4-8 hrs
- **Power**: Rechargeable battery
- **Weight**: 44 lbs

### Five Specifications
- **Pre-loaded Drills**: 12 drills with 6 shots each, 18 shot locations
- **Oscillation**: Random horizontal & vertical
- **Ball Speed**: 35-80 mph
- **Ball Capacity**: 150
- **Feed Rate**: 2 to 9 seconds, random
- **Elevation**: Electronic, 0-50 degrees
- **Spin**: Top, back
- **Court Time**: 4-8 hrs
- **Power**: Rechargeable battery
- **Weight**: 44 lbs

### Five LE Specifications
- **Pre-loaded Drills**: 12 custom drills with 6 shots each, 18 shot locations
- **Oscillation**: Random horizontal, vertical
- **Ball Speed**: 35-80 mph
- **Ball Capacity**: 150
- **Feed Rate**: 2 to 9 seconds, random
- **Elevation**: Electronic, 0-50 degrees
- **Spin**: Top, back
- **Court Time**: 4-8 hrs
- **Power**: Rechargeable battery
- **Weight**: 44 lbs